The earliest and simplest impedance compensation technique used in inductive wireless power transfer (WPT) design is the series-series (SS) compensation circuit, which uses capacitors in series with both primary and secondary coils of an air-gapped transformer. Despite of its simplicity at the resonant condition, this configuration exhibits a major sensitivity to variations of the load attached to the secondary, especially when higher coupling coefficients are used in the design. In the extreme situation that the secondary coil is left at open circuit, the current at the primary coil may increase above the safety limits for either the power converter driving the primary coil or the components in the primary circuit, including the coil itself. An approach often used to minimize this problem is detuning, but this also reduces the electrical efficiency of the power transfer. In low power, fixed-distance stationary WPT, a fair trade-off between efficiency and safety must be verified. This paper aims to consolidate a simple design procedure for such a SS-compensation, exemplifying its use in the prototype of a WPT system for automotive light detection and ranging (LiDAR) equipment. The guidelines herein provided should equally apply to other low power applications.
Introduction
The possibility of energizing different apparatuses by inductive wireless power transfer (WPT) is very appealing, and the technology becomes more popular as it is continually improved to achieve higher electrical efficiency and power levels, with the use of modern components and simple circuitry design techniques, what results in low cost of implementation. WPT exploits the near field properties of electromagnetism, as consolidated by James C. Maxwell, in his 1873 treatise [1] . In a sequence of experiments from 1886 to 1889 [2] , while seeking evidence for the electromagnetic waves predicted by Maxwell, Heinrich R. Hertz first came across WPT, realizing that it was possible to produce a spark in between the terminals of a Riess coil, when switching electric current in another of these coils, positioned close to the first one, in a parallel plane [3] . This short range phenomenon, that can be purely credited to magnetic induction, constituted a wireless extension of the "cored" induction, discovered by Faraday in 1831, in his ring transformer experiment [4, 5] , which, among other observations, had provided Maxwell the experimental evidence for his treatise itself.
While the "cored" type induction soon found industrial use in electric transformers [6] , near field, coreless WPT remained mostly restricted to laboratory demonstrations, due to technological limitations of that time for generating large electric currents at high frequencies. Nikola Tesla, in the late in the near-infrared (NIR) region, capable of transmitting pulsed or continuous light over the required Field-of-View (FoV), a low noise high-speed receiver capable of detecting and processing the reflected light beam and a low power controlling unit. The laser is controlled using specific electronics, among other parameters, its power output, pulse frequency, and duration (in case of a pulsed usage) can be continuously reprogrammed. The laser rangefinder only detects the distance to one point in its line of sight. To overcome this issue and to acquire information over the required two-dimensional FoV, an optical scanning system (e.g., beam steering using rotating mirrors or rotating scanning mechanism) is used to control the horizontal and vertical direction of the transmitted beam, giving the system a tridimensional perspective. Additionally, a complex optical lens system is internally mounted at the transmitter and receiver ends, allowing a notable improvement on the overall sensor performance. This system is responsible for collimating and shaping the output laser beam, filtering the received echo to eliminate external spurious wavelengths, as sunlight, that tends to add noise and degrade the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and sensor's sensitivity [11] , and focusing the latter into the photodetector. The fraction of light that returns to the sensor is converted into an electrical signal proportional to the light intensity via the photodetector and the resulting signal is conditioned, i.e., amplified and filtered, to finally be processed and have the desired information extracted. The information gathered in this signal, in conjunction with the known emission angle, is stored in a controlling unit that processes the data to construct the topographic frame. Consecutively, the collected data is represented as a 3D intensity cloud of the vehicle external environment, where each point corresponds to a beam orientation within the FoV. Afterwards, based on the LiDAR image, conclusions about the vehicle's surroundings can be drawn, as the presence, location and classification of objects (using recognition algorithms). The LiDAR system is enclosed in a housing that is responsible for withstanding exterior temperature variations, protecting the system hardware and optics against water splashes (e.g., rain) and pressurized steam, and providing immunity to vibrations and shock resistance, so that misalignments in the optical system are avoided. This way, the housing must be hermetically sealed to prevent degradation of the internal assembly. To create this, it is necessary to include an optical aperture (glass cover) for light exchange with the exterior. In addition, the data collected must be somehow transferred to the central processing unit of the car to be conjugated with the information provided by other sensors. For this purpose, several protocols are available, e.g., Ethernet, Controller Area Network (CAN), and wireless technologies (advantageous since wired connections are not required, allowing a fully sealed packaging).
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LiDAR-Wireless Information and Power Transfer
The concept of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer was firstly proposed in [12] . Concerning this possibility, distinct approaches are identified in the literature, for instance, using a conventional WPT and an opportunistic wireless information transfer or vice-versa [13, 14] . The Simultaneous Wireless Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) is a subsystem of LiDAR that supplies power to all the LiDAR subsystems and modules (unidirectional mode energy transfer) and it also provides information interconnection between the LiDAR and a control system running on the same vehicle, where the LiDAR is installed, in this case, in bidirectional mode data transfer. For example, in a sensor capable of a 360 • viewing angle, working in constant rotation (as shown in Figure 2 ), it becomes impossible to have cables powering the system and communicating with it. In this case, it is necessary to use a SWIPT system to enable the operation of this type of LiDAR. In [15] is presented a patent addressing this subject, where an interface for transferring power and data between a non-rotating body and a rotating body may include a power transfer device coupled to the non-rotating body, and a power receiver coupled to the rotating body and configured to receive electrical power from the power transfer device. The interface considers a data transmitter (optical communication) in the rotating part and a data receiver in the non-rotating part or vice-versa, i.e., a data transmitter in the non-rotating part and a data receiver in the rotating part. Regarding the wireless power transfer, the coupling between the transmitter and the receiver can be performed by inductive coupling. In [16] a rotating LiDAR system is presented, where an optic transmitter and an optic receiver, as well as a communication unit, are designed for wireless data transfer between the rotating and the fixed parts of the system (i.e., the stator and the rotor). In such rotating LiDAR, at least a part of the transmitter and/or receiver are in the rotor, and the communication unit is based on two channels: from the stator to the rotor and vice-versa. In this sequence, the patent in [17] presents a rotating optical system, which includes an optical sensor (in the rotating part). The transmitter is in the stationary part, while the receiver is in the rotating part (electrically linked to the optical sensor). As another example, even if the LiDAR does not have a constant rotating part, SWIPT systems continue to be important for achieving hermetically insulated systems for thermal efficiency and mechanical robustness, so in both cases a non-hard-wired system can be helpful. There are some rotating LiDAR sensors in the market, e.g., [18] and [19] , which already include a SWIPT capability. In [19] , of two magnetically coupled coils, one of them rotates mechanically solidary with the LiDAR head while the other is stationary (base of the system). Regarding the communication between the parts, a phase modulation scheme is used, which allows the transfer of instructions to the revolving LiDAR head.
Regarding the LiDAR application considered in this paper, the simultaneous operation of high rate wireless information transfer (WIT) and WPT using shared inductive technology is viewed as impractical. Therefore, the adopted solution was to consider two independent systems, one for wireless Electronics 2020, 9, 86 5 of 28 power transfer and another for wireless information transfer, but both installed in the same LiDAR enclosure. This solution was adopted mainly based on these criteria: (a) it is not feasible to wirelessly harvest the required power levels for powering all the LiDAR subsystems and components) from current standard wireless information transfer (WIT) technology; (b) considering the required high data transfer for WIT (which can be in the order of 1 Gbit/s), it is not practical to use the hardware of the WPT transfer (compensation circuits and coils) for such purpose. Figure 3 shows the proposed system architecture diagram, emphasizing the cooperative, but separate implementation of WPT and WIT.
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WPT Model
Magnetic Ressoance and the Series-Series Impedance Compensated WPT
The wireless power transfer between two magnetically coupled coils is a natural phenomenon. Electric charges, when they have their movement disturbed, induce a contrary disturbance on other nearby electric charges, as if all electric charges were solidary and concerned with keeping things unchanged in their neighborhood of the time-space continuum. This happens either with electric charges in nearby, galvanically isolated, conductive bodies, or with other charges within the very same conductor where the first charges were disturbed. The electric charges are observed to be sensitive not to the movement of other charges itself, but rather, to changes in their motion (current). This phenomenon, when referring to the interaction of charges within the same conductor is called self-inductance, and when referring to the interactions of charges in different conductor bodies, mutual inductance, and provides the mechanism for inductive WPT. In this context, magnetic resonance is achieved when circuitry coupled to both primary and secondary coils cause them to auto-resonate at the same frequency, by separately compensating the self-inductance of each of the coupled coils, and the power transfer in between primary and secondary is maximized.
The basic resonance circuit, used by Hertz, Tesla, and other early experimenters, is the same series-series resonant circuit commonly used in modern WPT equipment, with capacitors used in series with both primary and secondary coils, as shown in Figure 4 . In each loop circuit, the voltage across the capacitor is responsible for the displacement of the charges in the conductor, and this voltage increases with the integral of the charge that is being displaced along the conductor itself. Then a pair of differential linear equations of second order is created, one on the voltage and another on the current flow. The solutions for these equations, when there is no external stimulus ( = 0), are damped harmonic (sinusoidal) functions of time, for both the capacitor voltage and the current intensity flowing in the loops. When each resonant circuit is considered alone, the resulting frequencies of this intrinsic oscillation of the capacitor charge and the current on each loop are such that:
If the capacitance values , on each side, are set so that natural oscillation frequency of both primary and secondary, when separately considered, are equal to the frequency of voltage source driving the primary, currents on both coil windings will greatly increase, for a given resistive load , and the magnetic resonance condition is established.
As a result of the phase delay existing between the currents in these two resonant circuits, and the phase delay between each current and the voltage of its associated capacitor, the electric energy stored in the capacitors and inductors seems to be synchronously pulsing back and forth in between these coupled loops, through the magnetic field that is co-generated by the coils. If a load is attached to one the loops, it can dissipate the energy initially stored in the capacitor of the other loop, beyond that stored in its own capacitor. When is connected to the primary loop at the resonant frequency, power is transferred to the secondary circuit through the magnetic link.
However, the mathematical details involved in the SS WPT configuration can be more subtle than Equation (1). If, for instance, the primary and secondary circuits have identical capacitors and In each loop circuit, the voltage across the capacitor is responsible for the displacement of the charges in the conductor, and this voltage increases with the integral of the charge that is being displaced along the conductor itself. Then a pair of differential linear equations of second order is created, one on the voltage and another on the current flow. The solutions for these equations, when there is no external stimulus (v AC = 0), are damped harmonic (sinusoidal) functions of time, for both the capacitor voltage and the current intensity flowing in the loops. When each resonant circuit is considered alone, the resulting frequencies f n of this intrinsic oscillation of the capacitor charge and the current on each loop are such that:
If the capacitance values C i , on each side, are set so that natural oscillation frequency of both primary and secondary, when separately considered, are equal to the frequency of voltage source V AC driving the primary, currents on both coil windings will greatly increase, for a given resistive load R L , and the magnetic resonance condition is established.
As a result of the phase delay existing between the currents in these two resonant circuits, and the phase delay between each current and the voltage of its associated capacitor, the electric energy stored in the capacitors and inductors seems to be synchronously pulsing back and forth in between these Electronics 2020, 9, 86 7 of 28 coupled loops, through the magnetic field that is co-generated by the coils. If a load is attached to one the loops, it can dissipate the energy initially stored in the capacitor of the other loop, beyond that stored in its own capacitor. When v AC is connected to the primary loop at the resonant frequency, power is transferred to the secondary circuit through the magnetic link.
However, the mathematical details involved in the SS WPT configuration can be more subtle than Equation (1). If, for instance, the primary and secondary circuits have identical capacitors and inductors, thus both auto-resonate at frequency f 0 , and if R 1 can be neglected (taken as zero) when compared to |ω 0 L 1 |, then there will be a critical magnetic coupling coefficient, k s , above which the joint resonant frequency for the pair of coil resonators splits in two new frequencies different from f 0 , f odd and f even , which are given by [20] :
or, for large values of Q s , approximately:
whenever k > k s , where:
Even if k ≤ k s , the single joint resonance frequency will be slightly altered by the interaction of the two circuits, only asymptotically, as k → 0 , being calculated as Equation (1) .
At k = k s (the frequency split point), the resonance frequency f s is given by [20] :
Noticeably, f s is close to, but slightly greater than f 0 , for a large value of Q s . So, when designing a SS-compensated WPT, if small values for k are adopted, magnetic resonance is always expected at a slightly higher frequency than that given by Equation (1) . If k is greater than k s , as given by Equation (5), then magnetic resonance will be found at two significantly different frequencies, Equations (3) and (4), from that f 0 , calculated in Equation (1).
Estimation of the Maximum Power that Can Be Transferred over a Lossless Magnetic Link
Let ξ 1 and ξ 2 be two magnetically coupled coils, as in Figure 4 , such that both their self-inductances L 1 and L 2 , and their mutual inductance, M, are constants, and their electrical serial resistances are modeled as real functions R 1 and R 2 of the frequency of the harmonic currents . I 1 and . I 2 , respectively exciting them. Let the lengths of ξ 1 and ξ 2 are also much smaller than the wavelength associated with the upper limit of the frequency band of interest, so no energy losses are accountable to irradiation.
In these conditions, the application of Maxwell's Equations to these magnetically coupled coils has led to simplified models of transformers, that were extensively proved by experimentation and that can effectively allow the calculation of energy transfer over these entities with Circuit Theory. In this way, the behavior of magnetically coupled coils, as shown in Figure 4 , under harmonic excitation is well described by the simplified transformer model, given by the complex Equations (7) and (8) .
where, v 1 and v 2 are functions of the time expressing the voltages across the terminals of ξ 1 and ξ 2 , and similarly, i 1 and i 2 are the currents entering their reference nodes (terminals), marked in Figure 4 with dots. Again, considering these currents as sinusoidal functions of time (harmonic excitation) at a given frequency f , with ω = 2π f , Equations (7) and (8) can be rewritten in terms of phasors, as Equations (9) and (10):
.
where, for k ∈ {1, 2}:
The power, . S, transferred from ξ 1 to ξ 2 is then given by Equation (13):
The average real power P 1,2 transferred from ξ 1 to ξ 2 over the magnetic coupling is then given by:
For fixed rms values I rms 1 and I rms 2 , f and M, it can be seen that the transferred power will be positive and maximized when ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 = π/2, that is, when . I 2 , the current entering the reference node on coil ξ 2 , has a phase delay of π/2, with respect to the phase of . I 1 , the current entering the reference node on coil ξ 1 . This condition is met when:
and it is equivalent to requiring the current leaving the reference node of ξ 2 to exhibit a phase advance of π/2, with respect to the phase of the current entering the reference node of ξ 1 , and it can be met by simply attaching a purely resistive load to a perfectly compensated secondary circuit. The maximum power that can be transferred from ξ 1 to ξ 1 is then:
The limits on the maximum rms currents of ξ 1 and ξ 2 are generally due to the maximum heat dissipation the coils can handle, before their wires fuse, either completely blowing out or just melting together, in case of litz wires. Other reason for limiting the currents flowing through the coils is to avoid saturation of their core, for instance, ferrites plates, if they are used in the constitution of ξ 1 or ξ 2 . If saturation occurs, peaks of current can occur, as well as increased thermal losses in the core, which will equally overheat the coils. Less often, the currents should still be limited for the reason of limiting the voltage across neighbor coil turns, what otherwise might lead to dielectric breakdown and current leakage within the coil, or from the coil to the environment.
If the coil is tailored-built according to a WPT design, all these circumstances and parameters should be carefully controlled. On the other hand, if it is a standard component to be chosen, the maximum rms current should be verified in the coil's specifications, or derived from their constitutional elements (wire, core, wire isolation, and geometry).
As a special case, if coils ξ 1 and ξ 2 are identical, Equation (16) simplifies to:
For instance, two identical coils, each with inductance L = 100 µH, [I rms ] max = 10 A, in relative position such that their magnetic coupling coefficient is k = 0.2, should be able to (wirelessly) transfer, under harmonic excitation at 100 kHz:
where M was calculated by the product kL = 0.2 × 100 µH. At 50 Hz, the same coil configuration would be able to transfer only 0.63 W. That is why higher frequencies are essential to be used in WPT. However, at higher frequencies the increased dissipation due to skin and proximity effects, beyond reducing electrical efficiency, may significantly decrease the value of the maximum current that can be handled by a conductor, depending on its specific geometry. In practical implementations, impedance compensation will not be always perfect, thus the phase delay between primary and secondary currents is not necessarily π/2. In fact, the impedance compensation will often be imperfect by design, because intentionally detuning the circuit helps limiting the maximum currents in the coils. So, the upper limit given by Equations (16) and (17) is unlikely to be achieved in a safe design. Similarly, in implementations where the primary is driven by a square wave generator (for instance, an H-bridge inverter), harmonic distortion can further disturb the power estimation, by affecting the relative phase of harmonic component currents in primary and secondary circuits.
Not a priori knowing the amount of detuning required in the design to limit the open secondary surge current on primary coil, a practical initial estimate for the transferred power of the circuit is obtainable considering an average value λ for λ = sin(ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ). That can be computed based on the heuristics of an unknown positive phase delay ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 between . I 1 and . I 2 (i.e., . I 2 lagging . I 1 ) with random uniform distribution centered around the ideal value π/2:
Using Equations (14) and (19), in a first design approach, the estimated transferred power becomes:
and a reasonably expectable a priori value for the maximum transferred power, in a practical WPT implementation, becomes:
In this manner, the transferred power in the example given in Equation (18) would be more conservatively reduced to:
Again, it is emphasized that Equation (21) is not a maximum theoretical limit for the transferred power, but rather, a more realistic prediction for this parameter, when the circuit is detuned from resonance. In an optimally tuned design, with no safety restrictions (concerning an open secondary), Equation (16) could be still used.
Magnetic Coupling Efficiency and the Overall DC-DC Efficiency
Usually there is a greater interest in the net power delivered to the circuit at the terminals of the load, not the gross power that is transferred over the magnetic link, as estimated by Equation (14) or Equation (21) . In the same way, on perspective of the primary circuit, the power that really counts is the power delivered by the primary power source, usually of DC type.
In a typical WPT system, the power flows from the primary DC power source to the secondary load R L . Power transfer can be measured in natural boundaries of the system, as shown in Figure 5 :
• P Source , the power supplied by the primary DC source. • P in , the power supplied to the compensation circuit by the primary DC-DC converter. • P 1 , the power delivered at the terminals of the primary coil of the magnetic link. • P 1,2 , the power transferred over the air-gap of the magnetic link. • P 2 , the power delivered to the secondary circuit by the magnetic link. • P out , the power delivered to the load-matching DC-DC converter in the secondary. • P Load , the power consumed by the load, R L .
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Then ( ) can be reciprocally calculated by:
When working with a fixed frequency, it is possible to write , , , , , and . Then Noticeable in Figure 5 , DC-DC converters, at the input and output, are optional, to help adjust and stabilize the output voltage V L , and only one of them is usually implemented in one same system. They are not necessary if the load R L does not require voltage regulation, and the output voltage V L can be directly matched by V Source and the voltage transformation of the magnetic link.
In Section 3.2, P 1,2 was estimated, but the power losses on the pair (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) were not computed. In a first approach to the estimation of losses, the windings of both ξ 1 and ξ 2 are considered to exhibit linear series resistances, which are dependent solely on the frequency of excitation, materials and geometric parameters of the coils. These resistances, respectively R 1 and R 2 , are difficult parameters to design, or even to accurately measure, in real circuit conditions, for they will depend on skin and proximity effects, which will depend not only on the nature and geometry of the conductors ξ 1 and ξ 2 , but also on the properties and geometrical distribution of the soft magnetic materials of the core, on the dielectrics that constitute their insulants and potentially, any conductive part used as magnetic shielding. If the coupling coefficient between ξ 1 and ξ 2 is significantly high, the experimental characterization of R 1 and R 2 is even more difficult, for they may vary over a wide range of currents and coupling conditions. That is, the intensity and relative phase of the current in one of the coils may affect the resistance of the other coil, fact that violates the simple linear model with fixed R 1 and R 2 . In most cases, as a simplification, this can be ignored in the models and with open secondary value of R 1 and the open primary value of R 2 being used.
To facilitate the design, usually coil manufacturers provide characteristic curves for the coil quality factor (Q) and inductance (L), as functions of the application frequency, such that:
Then R n ( f ) can be reciprocally calculated by:
When working with a fixed frequency, it is possible to write Q 1 , Q 2 , L 1 , L 2 , R 1 , and R 2 . Then the first efficiency term that can be derived is η 1,2 , the magnetic link efficiency:
At resonance, λ = sin(ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ) = 1, then:
Further, if coils ξ 1 and ξ 2 are identical, with inductance L and quality factor Q, and if currents I rms 1 and I rms 2 are equal, noticing that kQ > 0, Equation (27) simplifies to:
For the desirable large values of kQ, it is then possible to use the conservative estimation for the maximum η 1,2 :
In the general case, whereas ξ 1 and ξ 2 are not identical, Zargham and Gulak [21] provided an expression for the maximum achievable efficiency η 1,2 , that should be used instead, when the quality factors of the coils are not very large, in proportion to very small coupling coefficient k:
When k √ Q 1 Q 2 is very large, Equation (30) also simplifies back to an expression that is equivalent to Equation (29):
C 1 and C 2 could have been alternatively included in the central section that contains the magnetic link, as long as the serial parasite resistances of C 1 and C 2 were added respectively to R 1 and R 2 in the evaluation of new overall Q 1 and Q 2 .
Electronics 2020, 9, 86 12 of 28 Looking at Figure 5 , the maximum global DC-to-DC efficiency is then computed by the product of the efficiency of each of the cascaded circuit sections:
where:
• η DC 1 is the efficiency of the DC-DC at the input of the primary side. • η DC/AC is the efficiency of the DC-AC converter driving the compensation circuit of the primary side, typically in the simpler WPT system, an H-bridge inverter.
• η Rect f ier is the joint efficiency of the secondary compensation, the rectifier and DC filter on the secondary side. • η DC 2 is the efficiency of the DC-DC converter that, if present, will feed the load.
In the best case, where a minimal circuit design can be implemented, both input and output DC-DC converters can be eliminated, and the global efficiency expressed by:
Current design techniques for low power applications would result in an average efficiency of around 91-98% for each cascaded element in this composition, resulting in an overall η DC efficiency for the WPT in the range of 75-94%. Often, for low power applications, the lower boundaries of this efficiency range may be totally acceptable, especially if this comes as a trade-off for safety and convenience.
WPT-Adotped Circuits
Regarding the DC-AC converters used in the WPT, several relevant topologies can be considered. The low power requirements of a LiDAR application favor the use of a simple H-bridge converter, as illustrated in Figure 6 . However, for the purpose of contextualizing the reader with more recent advances in the engineering of power converters, this section covers a few extended considerations on the subject, trying to introduce the reader to references that should be useful in more tight-requirements designs. 
WPT Design and Simulation
For a LiDAR equipment in automotive applications, the main design goal is to safely transfer energy to the LiDAR unit, in compatibility with the low latency, high data rate transfers of sensed 3D images to be processed by a central information system. The revolving LiDAR optics must receive energy from the vehicle in such a way that it is not mechanically blocked in its continuous revolving movement, an excellent opportunity for employing WPT. Without loss of generality, in our study case, WPT to a load at the power demand level on the order of 100 W, and a minimum electrical efficiency, ̂ , of 70%, covering the LiDAR application requirements, were established.
In the mechanical analysis of the configuration, which is not addressed in this publication, small air-gap distances of approximately 3 mm were realized as adequate to implement WPT in between The selection of a specific topology must consider the WPT operation with high efficiency and high power density. The works in [22] and [23] present relevant reviews of DC-AC converters including galvanic isolation, but for applications of WPT the galvanic isolation in DC-AC converters is not a relevant aspect.
A WPT architecture based on a current-fed converter is proposed in [24] , where a 420 W prototype was developed showing a maximum efficiency close to 90%. An integrated two-stage DC-AC converter is presented in [25] , where a dynamic control strategy is proposed aiming to track the maximum efficiency of the high-efficiency bidirectional DC-AC converter, which was registered as 97.2% for an operating power of 3 kW. A high-efficiency DC-AC converter is proposed in [26] , which is capable of operating in bidirectional mode and reaches an efficiency close to 98% for an operating power of about 1.2 kW. It is important to note that better efficiencies can be achieved for higher power DC-AC converters, as demonstrated in [27] , where an efficiency of 99.1% was achieved for an operating power about of 25 kW.
Considering the requirements of a WPT system, the conventional circuit is the full-bridge DC-AC voltage-source, which is a topology constituted by two legs of switching devices. In addition to the full-bridge, the half-bridge is also a relevant circuit for applications of WPT. When compared with the full-bridge, this circuit requires less switching devices and gate drivers (and consequently lower resources of hardware and software), but the value of DC-link voltage is the double and the controllability is not as flexible as with the full-bridge (i.e., due to the voltage levels allowed). Consequently, the voltage applied to each switching device is also the double, as well as the ripple of current in the coupling filters (i.e., if the objective is to maintain the same current ripple, the coupling filter must be greater than the option with the full-bridge converter). For applications of WPT, multilevel topologies (more than three-levels) are also relevant, allowing to produce a voltage waveform with better quality and reducing the necessities of the coupling passive filters (i.e., the requirement of impedance compensation). Comparing with full-bridge and half-bridge circuits, multilevel circuits require more switching devices and gate drivers, as well as hardware and software resources, but the voltage applied to each one is more reduced when compared with the full-bridge and half-bridge circuits, allowing to define strategies to improve the efficiency. Exhaustive reviews about multilevel circuits are presented in [28] and [29] . A specific multilevel circuit is the cascade H-bridge (composed by full-bridge converters), but it requires independent DC-links; therefore, it can be applied for WPT systems, but requiring specific topologies in order to obtain the DC-link voltages. Two main types of cascade H-bridges can be found in the literature: the symmetric and the asymmetric. The symmetric cascade H-bridge use DC-link voltages with the same value, while the asymmetric cascade H-bridge uses DC-link voltages with the different values, permitting to obtain more voltage levels. The neutral-point-clamped (NPC) and the flying-capacitor are also other relevant multilevel circuits [30, 31] . In addition, other multilevel circuits can be found in the literature for different applications and with different voltage levels. Some of these examples are presented in [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . All the previous examples can be applied both for the primary-side and for the secondary-side, especially when it is required a bidirectional power flow operation. Moreover, a combination of two different converters can be used for the same WPT system. When the WPT system only operates in unidirectional power flow mode, the secondary side can be simplified by using an uncontrolled converter. Therefore, for the secondary side, the most conventional is the AC-DC based on the diode bridge, due to its simplicity, robustness and low cost. Figure 6 shows a full-bridge rectifier in conjunction with an H-bridge DC-AC converter to interface the power grid with the compensation circuit and transmitter coil.
For a LiDAR equipment in automotive applications, the main design goal is to safely transfer energy to the LiDAR unit, in compatibility with the low latency, high data rate transfers of sensed 3D images to be processed by a central information system. The revolving LiDAR optics must receive energy from the vehicle in such a way that it is not mechanically blocked in its continuous revolving movement, an excellent opportunity for employing WPT. Without loss of generality, in our study case, WPT to a load at the power demand level on the order of 100 W, and a minimum electrical efficiency, η min , of 70%, covering the LiDAR application requirements, were established.
In the mechanical analysis of the configuration, which is not addressed in this publication, small air-gap distances of approximately 3 mm were realized as adequate to implement WPT in between the LiDAR head and a vehicular fixture (VCF) to which the LiDAR is permanently connected during operation, being integrated to the body of the vehicle. Also, because this very manner of fixing the Lidar head to the VCF, although the LiDAR head can rotate, no relative movement other than rotation itself, between the LiDAR and the VCF, is expected. Thus, dynamic changes in either the mutual inductance or the self-inductances of primary and secondary coils are not expected as well, if axial symmetry is employed in the design. In this case, it is then possible to have the WPT to efficiently operate at a fixed frequency, what greatly simplifies the system design.
The actual voltage levels required for input and output, except from the point of technology of components involved, are not critical for the WPT design, due to the adoption of DC-DC converters in the WPT architecture, which can provide the voltage level adjustment to match the voltages available from the power source and required for the load. With careful design, only one of these converters, either at the input or at the output, is essentially required. So, in this simplified WPT design process, without loss of generality, the values of V Source and V Load will be arbitrarily fixed. The matching of the target load R Load and the DC power source voltage is then left to be accomplished by DC-DC level conversion.
Coil Selection
The coil selection is made based on frequency of operation and the power requirements of the application. Let us assume that our LiDAR application requires a minimum of 100 W of nominal load power. It started by fixing the design load power atP Load = 150 W, instead, in order to accommodate, by design, possible future, non-anticipated project demands, up to 50% over the nominal target power. Then, considering a worst case 70% efficiency, it is established that required input power,P Source , should be:P
Assuming that the partial efficiencies of primary and secondary circuits are approximately of the same magnitude, it is possible to produce a rough estimate for the power to be transferred over the magnetic link:P 1,2 =P Source η min =P Load η min 179 W
For easy of manufacturing (less different parts in inventory, easier mechanics) the magnetic link is defined to be symmetrical, i.e., the coils ξ 1 and ξ 2 should be identical. An approximate conservative relation between the operating frequency f, the mutual inductance M between ξ 1 and ξ 2 and the maximum RMS current in their windings is then initially established, based on Equation (21):
This leaves two degrees of freedom for the magnetic coupling. This uncertainty is further reduced by choosing the frequency of operation. In its technical information report J2954, SAE recommends the frequency band from 81.38 kHz to 90 kHz and a nominal frequency f SAE = 85 kHz for automotive recharging applications [40] . Being conservative about electromagnetic compatibility issues, the operation frequency of our prototype was selected in accordance with SAE J2954. The actual frequency adopted wasf AC = 84.75 kHz, an integer submultiple of 13.56 MHz, the center of industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) applications frequency band. This choice of frequency results in a required relation between the mutual inductance of the coil, M, and the RMS current it must withstand:
The [I rms ] max value depends on the coil constitution and the geometric configuration of nearby conductors and soft magnetic materials. It is a parameter usually provided in the technical specifications of commercially available components. So, it is the inductance value of the coil. However, both the self-inductance of a coil and the mutual inductance in a paired configuration depends strongly on the air-gap distance and must be evaluated in each specific configuration.
In order to establish an initial evaluation of the potential of the SS compensation technique for WPT in the LiDAR application, commercial off the shelf (COTS) coils were selected for the WPT circuit prototype. Their dimensions should be inscribed in the LiDAR and VCF footprint requirements. A pair of model 760308102142 coils, from Würth Elektronik, measuring approximately 55 mm × 55 mm in size, as shown in Figure 7 (extracted from the manufacturer's datasheet), was then selected for this first conceptual electric prototype, for exceeding the minimum required M.[I rms ] 2 max , established in Equation (38) , as shown in Table 1 . The required electrical efficiency of 70% is a figure often exceeded in the WPT literature, numbers close to or above 90% being typical in academic practice. Design initially concentrates on the over the air-gap efficiency. The best possible WPT efficiency over the air-gap can be predicted by using Equation (29) or Equation (30) , based on the value of of the coils, that can be retrieved from the coils specifications. Based on the graph shown in Figure 8 , provided by the coil manufacturer, = 85 is then estimated. The required electrical efficiency of 70% is a figure often exceeded in the WPT literature, numbers close to or above 90% being typical in academic practice. Design initially concentrates on the over the air-gap efficiency. The best possible WPT efficiency over the air-gap can be predicted by using Equation (29) or Equation (30), based on the value of Q 0 of the coils, that can be retrieved from the coils specifications. Based on the graph shown in Figure 8 , provided by the coil manufacturer, Q 0 = 85 is then estimated.
The required electrical efficiency of 70% is a figure often exceeded in the WPT literature, numbers close to or above 90% being typical in academic practice. Design initially concentrates on the over the air-gap efficiency. The best possible WPT efficiency over the air-gap can be predicted by using Equation (29) or Equation (30) , based on the value of of the coils, that can be retrieved from the coils specifications. Based on the graph shown in Figure 8 , provided by the coil manufacturer, = 85 is then estimated. Thus, the best possible efficiency , , working with a pair of these coils at = / is:
It should be emphasized, however, that this analytical prediction, given by Equation (39), refers only to the central efficiency component, as modeled by Equation (34) . If the DC-AC converter in the primary circuit and the rectifier in the secondary circuit exhibit both efficiencies in the range of 91-95%, which can be considered typical for these circuits, for the low voltage and power levels of the application, then the expected maximum overall DC-DC efficiency should then lie in the range of 80-87%. Thus, the best possible efficiency η 1,2 , working with a pair of these coils at k 0 = M 0 /L 0 is:
It should be emphasized, however, that this analytical prediction, given by Equation (39), refers only to the central efficiency component, as modeled by Equation (34) . If the DC-AC converter in the primary circuit and the rectifier in the secondary circuit exhibit both efficiencies in the range of 91-95%, which can be considered typical for these circuits, for the low voltage and power levels of the application, then the expected maximum overall DC-DC efficiency should then lie in the range of 80-87%.
Impedance Compensation and DC Input Level
Once fixed the parameters of the coils, the next step on the design sequence is to compute de values of the capacitances C 1 and C 2 , which will determine the impedance compensation on primary and secondary coil windings. This is accomplished by first examining Equation (5) and checking whether for the given magnetic coupling coefficient, k, of the coil assembly, the resonance frequency will be split, that is, whether k > k s . To compute k s , it is necessary first to have an estimate of Q s , based on the target minimum value of R L = 2.5 Ω and the actual circuit value of L, which is L 0 = 7.04 µH plus the parasite inductance L ω of the wires connecting each coil to the circuit, a value that was empirically considered to be equal at primary and secondary, and estimated as L ω = 160 nH, using simulation resources:
The magnetic coupling coefficient at the frequency splitting point, k s , is then estimated by Equation (5):
The actual coupling coefficient, k, will also be affected by parasite inductance L ω , and is found to be greater than k s , confirming the frequency splitting in the WPT circuit:
To determine the possible best values of C 1 and C 2 . which should be a priori equal, then the two possible resonant peak frequencies, f even and f odd , are alternatively forced to be equal to desired operating frequency,f AC = 84.75 kHz, according to Equations (3) and (4):
Two possible values for f o are then derived:
So, based on Equation (1), if operating over the f o,even peak, the value for capacitances C 1 and C 2 should be calculated as:
Otherwise, if operating over the f o,odd peak,
Adopting C q = C q,even = 1.58 µF is the most favorable design option, because it renders an inductive impedance to be fed by H-bridge inverter, while C q,odd yields a capacitive impedance, when set in series with the primary total inductance L 0 + L ω . So, the a priori design capacitance for C 1 and C 2 is 1.58 µF, which is rounded to the nominal value of 1.6 µF.
With all passive components of primary and secondary circuits now determined, simulations were used to establish the required the DC power source voltage that would yield the target input powerP Source . The voltage of 23.6 V (nominally 24 V) was then identified, by observing circuit power values while sliding the power source voltage. This could have been done analytically, but the with all but one circuit parameter determined, simulation interaction is a practical and easier task.
Open Secondary Safety Check
When using the simple series-series (SS) compensation with a fixed power frequency, the high electrical efficiency is achieved by means of a very good resonance matching at both primary and secondary coils. This tends to cause an overloading problem in the primary, when the load is reduced well below its nominal level, or even disconnected from the secondary winding. This can damage the primary coil and its driving circuits, or even overheat nearby metallic elements, in all cases, a fire being possibly started, due to increase in temperature.
So, of central importance to the design, it is necessary to verify that the primary circuit is sufficiently detuned at open secondary condition, so that the maximum primary current at this operation point is limited to the maximum acceptable peak current specified by the coil manufacturer (and supported by primary driver circuit design). This shall provide the ability to work with simplified fixed-gap, fixed-frequency configuration, while permitting the load to totally vary from maximum to zero without compromising the primary circuit.
For tightly coupled resonant circuits (k > k s ), like this prototype, the frequency splitting phenomena may help to handle the open secondary condition, because the resonant frequency changes when the secondary is not coupled. Effectively, for C 1 = 1.6 µF, at open secondary the new resonant frequency of primary circuit is:
which is well below the frequency of operation,f AC = 84.75 kHz.
Circuit simulations were carried out to check if, under no load condition, the primary current would be keep limited to the maximum possible value (18 A). That was verified for any C 1 ≥ 0.9 µF. In normal operation, it was additionally observed that reducing C 1 up to 1.4 µF would still keep the peak primary current value limited to 18 A. At the same time, it was noticed that a value for C 1 slightly smaller than the previously computed 1.6 µF, while increasing the output power, did not significantly impair the electrical efficiency, which was kept in the range of 80.5-81.5%. As a result of that, the design value for C 1 was instead fixed at 1.4 µF, for which a better matching adjustment for C 2 was 1.5 µF.
The main circuit design parameters are summarized in Table 2 . After an initial estimation of the over the air-gap efficiency from Equation (39), the DC-DC overall peak efficiency was derived by simulation, at the required maximum possible load (minimum possible value for R L ). In the simulation, standard components for primary DC-AC inverter and secondary rectifier were considered, being of special importance the transistors used to implement the H-bridge inverter, the Infineon IPA126N10N3G, where the drain-source on-state resistance R DS(ON),max = 12.6 mΩ. 
Results from Prototype
For didactic purposes, this first prototype implemented was totally modular, with secondary not revolving. The main module involved is the coil stack, which is the air-gapped transformer, where the primary and secondary coils are separated by a 3 mm think acrylic sheet, as shown in Figure 9 .
All the modules, except the DC load, R L , were fixed on a white board, as shown in Figure 10a (14 × 100 nF) , the coil stack, closed with aluminum sheet shields, and a PCB integrating the capacitor bank implementing C 2 (10 × 150 nF) and the Schottky diode full bridge rectifier. Detailed specification of components was not in the scope of this report, which is focused on WPT design and verification.
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Although no thermal load evaluation was yet performed, the circuit components were verified to run just warm, at maximum load, except of course, the load R L itself, not shown in Figure 10a . The excess power over the design 150 W target was due to post-design adjustments in C 1 and C 2 , for an appealing power demonstration, that did not significantly affect the efficiency.
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Output Power and Overall Efficiency
The total net output power, the input power and their ratio are possibly the easiest figures of merit to be measured and, because of that, they are mostly used by authors, when characterizing the WPT configuration at application perspective. Both the power and efficiency will vary according to the load that is connected at the system output. The system design is optimized for a higher efficiency at nominal over the air-gap power level of 200 W. The design is verified by experimentally measuring the output power and efficiency for a range of load values and the resulting curves are shown in Figure 12 . Figure 11 . Experimental results of voltages and currents waveforms on the terminals of primary and secondary coils.
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The total net output power, the input power and their ratio are possibly the easiest figures of merit to be measured and, because of that, they are mostly used by authors, when characterizing the WPT configuration at application perspective. Both the power and efficiency will vary according to the load that is connected at the system output. The system design is optimized for a higher efficiency at nominal over the air-gap power level of 200 W. The design is verified by experimentally measuring the output power and efficiency for a range of load values and the resulting curves are shown in Figure 12 . A maximum efficiency of 81.5% is found at R L = 2.55 Ω, the point at which the output DC power is approximately 184 W, the input power is 225 W, and the power transferred over the air-gap should correspond approximately to 200 W. When R L < 2.5 Ω, the condition shown in the red threads of curves in Figure 12 , the maximum recommended instantaneous value for the primary current (18 A) is exceeded, and the system start to operate in overload. The overload condition was tested up to the maximum output power of 300 W, when the coils' heat dissipation is increased to sill acceptable levels, since the aluminum shield also function as a heat sink for the coils. For the prototyped configuration, operation for limited time (2 min) in this overload condition produced no permanent damage. The primary and secondary currents remained below the saturation level (30 A) in all overload range. Some points of the power curve are also corresponded on Table 3 . If an optional DC-DC converter is to be used to match a specific load voltage or current, then the characteristic curves from data in Figure 12 , should provide enough information for the design of this DC-DC converter. The maximum efficiency will always be limited to the best possible value achievable by the basic system, before the insertion of the DC-DC converter.
Open Secondary Safety Check
This is a simple but important confirmatory test, realized by measuring the primary current with the oscilloscope when the secondary load has been disconnected. In Figure 13a , it may be observed that the current (CH1, yellow signal) is below 15 A, as predicted by the simulation (using PSIM software) shown in Figure 13b . In both screen-prints, measurement, and simulation, the vertical scales are the same and the colors of the channels corresponds to the same signals: I 1 (yellow), V 1 (blue), I 2 (magenta, always zero, due to open secondary), and V 2 (green), and vertical scales are the same. 
Power Transferred over the Air-Gap
The measurement of power at the boundaries indicated in Figure 5 permits to compute all efficiency indicators of the circuit. Each power , being transferred in between consecutive circuit During prototype tests, the peak primary current under normal operation was also verified to be less than the allowed maximum value, for all accepted load values range (R L ≥ 2.5 Ω), as shown in Table 3 .
The measurement of power at the boundaries indicated in Figure 5 permits to compute all efficiency indicators of the circuit. Each power P N , being transferred in between consecutive circuit blocks, can be estimated by averaging in time the product v N t p i N t p , as in Equation (50), with v N and i N probed as indicated in Figure 14 : Figure 13 . Testing the open secondary load exception: (a) Screen-print of the oscilloscope; (b) Print screen of simulation with PSIM software. Same channels in (a,b), which corresponds to the same signals.
The measurement of power at the boundaries indicated in Figure 5 permits to compute all efficiency indicators of the circuit. Each power , being transferred in between consecutive circuit blocks, can be estimated by averaging in time the product , as in Equation (50), with and probed as indicated in Figure 14 : Measuring and are easy tasks, because the voltages and currents at these external boundaries are essentially DC levels. To estimate de power transmission efficiency over the air-gap, and could be directly measured, then , could be derived by Equation (25) . However, when trying to directly measure or , some practical difficulty may arise, as explained in the next paragraphs.
The series inductances of the circuit naturally filter the currents and passing through them. On the other hand, because the most common DC-AC converters used to excite the primary circuit are H-bridge, hard switching types, and tend to have high frequency components at the switching times. This can be noticed in the actual voltage waveforms (red and green curves) Measuring P Source and P Load are easy tasks, because the voltages and currents at these external boundaries are essentially DC levels. To estimate de power transmission efficiency over the air-gap, P 1 and P 2 could be directly measured, then η 1,2 could be derived by Equation (25) . However, when trying to directly measure P 1 or P 2 , some practical difficulty may arise, as explained in the next paragraphs.
The series inductances of the circuit naturally filter the currents i 1 and i 2 passing through them. On the other hand, because the most common DC-AC converters used to excite the primary circuit are H-bridge, hard switching types, v 1 and v 2 tend to have high frequency components at the switching times. This can be noticed in the actual voltage waveforms (red and green curves) sampled from the prototype, shown in Figure 11 , which are already filtered with a 5 MHz low-pass bandwidth.
Since the design target efficiencies for η 1,2 are close to the unity, P 1 and P 2 will often have very close values to each other, and any estimation error in their measurements may lead to a poor estimation of the loss P 1 − P 2 . So, in practice, in order to have good precision in the numerical integration of the product v N i N , it is necessary to use instrumentation with a sampling rate (and bandwidth) much greater the twice the highest frequency component in the measured voltages. Such equipment may not be always readily available. Beyond that, because the terminals of the mutual inductance of the model is not accessible to direct measurements of voltage, it is neither possible to directly measure P 12 , the power transferred of the air-gap, using Equation (50).
In this way, the estimation of the critical parameters P 1 , P 12 , and P 2 , necessary for an evaluation of the winding losses and the electrical efficiency of the magnetic coupling, require some workarounds. It is possible to first estimate P 12 , instead, indirectly, by individually applying Equation (14) , to each harmonic component of the power, and adding up the transferred power terms at each harmonic frequency. As Equation (14) only requires the measurement of currents entering the primary and secondary coils, which are well-conditioned signals, enhanced precision in the estimation of P 12 can be achieved.
In this method, it is necessary to start with simultaneously sampling currents i 1 and i 2 at a frequency that is greater (for more precise results, ten times greater) than twice the frequency of the highest harmonic at which some significant energy is still expected. As a result of noise in the measurements, to increase accuracy the sampling of the assumedly periodic currents i 1 and i 2 may be taken over by N consecutive periods. If, at the required sample rate, one period corresponds to P samples, then NP samples from each of these currents are acquired.
The Discrete Fourier expansion of i 1 (p ∆t) and i 2 (p ∆t) , for 0 ≤ p ≤ P − 1:
where, for reduction of noise in i q , the coefficients a n and b n are estimated over M periods: 
where, for q ∈ {1, 2}:
where the function atan2, taking two arguments, is the four-quadrant version of the function tan −1 , the inverse tangent function. Working with the sample period of ∆t = 10 ns and, due to memory limitations of the acquisition system, N = 2, then the two periods of current signals i 1 and i 2 , at the fundamental frequencŷ f AC = 84.75 kHz, corresponds to 2360 sampled points. In Figure 15 , the Fourier expansions of the currents over the two consecutive periods, up to the 5th harmonic, can be seen and visually compared to the actual currents i 1 and i 2 .
The total power transferred over the air-gap, under the assumption that magnetic saturation in both primary and secondary coils is not observed, will be the signed sum of all power components at each harmonic frequency, each of them computed as in Equation (14), is given by:
Since the very high harmonics have low power contribution, P 1,2 can be safely estimated by truncating the sum in Equation (58) to the first H < P terms. Using the measured value of M, as given in Table 1 , then the computed power estimation of P 1,2 was evaluated as presented in Table 4 . Since the very high harmonics have low power contribution, , can be safely estimated by truncating the sum in Equation (58) to the first < terms. Using the measured value of , as given in Table 1 , then the computed power estimation of , was evaluated as presented in Table 4 . The relative spectral composition of the power wirelessly transferred over the air-gap can then be better visualized in Figure 16 . Noticeable, the odd harmonics, higher than the first, were measured as negative power components (plotted in red in Figure 16 ). That is, in these harmonics, the power is apparently flowing backwards, from the secondary coil to the primary coil, thus slightly diminishing the net WPT power.
The total harmonic distortion (THD), computed from measured signals, was 4.4% for the primary current i 1 and 6.6% for the secondary current i 2 . Circuit simulations indicated that a carefully manual adjustment of the value of capacitors C 1 and C 2 around the nominal value of 1.6 µF, which has not been accomplished, could have reduced the primary THD to at least 3.5%, not having significant impact on the reduction of the secondary THD. Working with the sample period of Δ = 10 ns and, due to memory limitations of the acquisition system, = 2, then the two periods of current signals and , at the fundamental frequency = 84.75 kHz , corresponds to 2360 sampled points. In Figure 15 , the Fourier expansions of the currents over the two consecutive periods, up to the 5th harmonic, can be seen and visually compared to the actual currents and . The total power transferred over the air-gap, under the assumption that magnetic saturation in both primary and secondary coils is not observed, will be the signed sum of all power components at each harmonic frequency, each of them computed as in Equation (14), is given by:
Since the very high harmonics have low power contribution, , can be safely estimated by truncating the sum in Equation (58) to the first < terms. Using the measured value of , as given in Table 1 , then the computed power estimation of , was evaluated as presented in Table 4 . Table 4 . Estimation of , , the power transferred over the air-gap. The relative spectral composition of the power wirelessly transferred over the air-gap can then be better visualized in Figure 16 . Noticeable, the odd harmonics, higher than the first, were measured as negative power components (plotted in red in Figure 16 ). That is, in these harmonics, the power is apparently flowing backwards, from the secondary coil to the primary coil, thus slightly diminishing the net WPT power. The total harmonic distortion (THD), computed from measured signals, was 4.4% for the primary current and 6.6% for the secondary current . Circuit simulations indicated that a carefully manual adjustment of the value of capacitors and around the nominal value of 1.6 μF, which has not been accomplished, could have reduced the primary THD to at least 3.5%, not having significant impact on the reduction of the secondary THD.
Power and Efficiency Analysis
In the WPT circuit implemented in this work, a simplification was initially adopted by leaving out of the prototype all DC-DC converters that would provide the source and load matching. For an initial study, without loss of generality, both target design voltages for the DC power source and the load were nominally set at 24 V. The measured and estimated power levels at circuit boundaries, defined in Figure 5 , can then be simplified to those present in Figure 17 . 
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In the WPT circuit implemented in this work, a simplification was initially adopted by leaving out of the prototype all DC-DC converters that would provide the source and load matching. For an initial study, without loss of generality, both target design voltages for the DC power source and the load were nominally set at 24 V. The measured and estimated power levels at circuit boundaries, defined in Figure 5 , can then be simplified to those present in Figure 17 . were derived from measurements at nominal operation, i.e., at = 2.71 Ω. Next, and can be estimated based on previously measured values of , , that were measured at 50 mΩ (coil series resistance) plus 4 mΩ (capacitors bank series resistance), fitted at 60 mΩ with the use of simulation tools (PSIM), to include other losses in cabling, and the values of and , that were measured during normal operation: In Sections 5.1 and 5.3, the values of P Source = 220.7 W, P 12 = 197.15 W, and P Load = 178.1 W were derived from measurements at nominal operation, i.e., at R L = 2.71 Ω. Next, P 1 and P 2 can be estimated based on previously measured values of R 1 , R 2 , that were measured at 50 mΩ (coil series resistance) plus 4 mΩ (capacitors bank series resistance), fitted at 60 mΩ with the use of simulation tools (PSIM), to include other losses in cabling, and the values of I rms 1 and I rms 2 , that were measured during normal operation: P 1 = P 1,2 + R 1 (I rms 1 ) 2 = 197.15 + 60.10 −3 (12.9) 2 = 207.1 W (59) P 2 = P 1,2 − R 2 (I rms 2 ) 2 = 197.15 − 60.10 −3 (9.47) 2 = 191.8 W
The electrical efficiency over the air-gap is then computed as: And the primary and secondary efficiencies, respectively associated with the circuits of the DC-AC converter (H-bridge) and the passive rectifier used in the design are given by: The total DC-DC efficiency obtained is then expressed by the product in Equation (34): While the output power successfully achieved the minimum target value of 150 W, exceeding it by approximately 18.7%, the WPT efficiency over the air-gap η 1,2 was about 4% less than the best possible predicted value for the coil configuration adopted (39) . This loss can be greatly attributed to a non-optimized cable routing, using non-litz cabling to connect the terminals of the primary and secondary coils of this first prototype to their respective circuits. The efficiencies of the primary DC-AC converter and secondary rectifier were not theme of special design control, and their resulting efficiency values, typical for these types of circuits, can be improved in a follow up design.
Conclusions
The SS-compensated architecture is widely used in inductive wireless power transfer (WPT). A design procedure was presented, reconstructed from previously developed theory, which is valid when the application favors the use of a fixed frequency, such as in the case of fixed magnetic coupling between primary and secondary coils. The procedure was exemplified in the construction and test of the prototype of a WPT subsystem for an automotive LiDAR unit, but its guidelines are expected to fit other similar low power applications.
Due to large number of free parameters in a WPT circuit, some heuristic concerning the average attainable phase delay between primary and secondary currents was introduced, simplifying the design task, but still approximately leading to the target wirelessly transferred power. The no load condition, which is often an issue in SS-compensated WPT, is safely handled without the need for frequency agility. The electrical efficiency obtained in the process is lower than that that would be possibly achievable in an optimum design, but still, it can be accepted in a low power application.
A robust method of measuring the power transferred over the air-gap (Section 5.3), based on simultaneous measurements of primary and secondary currents, and Fourier spectral analysis, was used to evaluate the power transferred at the air-gap, and then the primary input and secondary output power. After partial circuit efficiencies are estimated using Equation (64), it becomes evident that the major factor affecting the overall efficiency are: (i) the simple rectification circuitry used in the prototype, with an efficiency of approximately 93%; (ii) the energy lost in cabling and connections, and the choice of a non-optimal pair of coils, considering the operation frequency adopted, altogether resulting in about 93% efficiency; and (iii) the technology of the DC-AC converter, with about 94% of efficiency. These efficiency numbers indicate that some improvement on the overall efficiency, without changing the WPT configuration, is expected only by replacing the secondary passive diode bridge rectification block, by a more advanced configuration, namely, a synchronous rectifier. The losses in cabling are expected to be greatly reduced when the circuit is packed into a new dedicated PCB. Also remarkable, commercial off the shelf (COTS) inductors were used in the implementation, which, despite of being products of high quality and value, are not optimized (best Q-factor) for use at the relatively low arbitrated transmitting frequency f SAE . Thus, if f SAE is to be kept, a new custom-made pair of coils, with higher Q-factor at this frequency, should conquest a few percent increase in efficiency. Otherwise, careful electromagnetic compatibility analysis in the application environment needs to be carried out, to help evaluate the possibility of safely abandoning f SAE for higher WPT frequencies.
Last, in this first prototype, without loss of generality, all DC-DC converters were suppressed from the original architecture, so that load match was not of concern. A final design integrating at least one DC-DC converter at the output of the rectification circuit block should match the voltage and load specified by application, at the expense of a few percent extra loss in efficiency.
